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The Time is Now

The name Mark McGaw may be familiar to some, but if

The Steps to Better Health and Fitness

will know exactly who he is - and that you will be guided

you are a Cronulla Sharks or Channel 7 Gladiator fan you
through a process developed because of years of

The Park Hotel Brisbane
Date: 8th - 10th November, 2019
with Mark McGaw

experience in the fitness industry. You will also know
that it will be balanced and not be some crazy boot camp
program that has you grasping for life after 20 minutes.
This weekend is all about an outline that is practical and
works to your level around exercise and nutrition.

What Can I Expect From
This Weekend?
You can expect a lot - a weekend with Mark will have
you going home with a whole bucket load of practical
and doable advice around fitness and nutritional
decisions.
Who Is This For?
Usually a fitness weekend is for a select group - this is
not - it is for everyone who is interested in furthering
their knowledge and walking away with a basic and
customised fitness program that is perfect for you.
It does not matter if you already have a fitness routine,
you occasionally go for a walk, or do not much at all as
this is designed for the individual in mind to walk away
with a plan and information that is perfect for you.
The Park Hotel and Retreats at Resorts welcomes you to
join them for this weekend with Mark McGaw.

What the Retreat Will Look Like
Friday - if you are staying with us then please arrive by 5pm to check in and join us for dinner in the restaurant where we will get to know each
other. After dinner you will be introduced to the weekend and what to expect. If you are joining us but not to stay we will finish by around 9pm.
Saturday will begin at about 9.30am after breakfast. If you are joining
us just for the day then arrive ready to start.
Day 1 we will cover:
• How many meals a day should we consume?
• What are Macronutrients?
• How much activity do you do?
• Should we eat by guessing or is there a better and easier way?
• Should we Cycle your Calories?
• Water, why is it important and how much should we drink?
• Supplement or not to Supplement
Activities include:
• How do we calculate macronutrients?
• How many Calories do you burn through activity?
• How big are our meal portions supposed to be?
• Why should we increase and decrease Calories?
In amongst this there will be plenty of time for conversation,
discussions and questions, and even a little bit of actual exercise!
Dinner is at 6.30pm.
** Each day we will break for morning & afternoon tea as and lunch**

Sunday will begin at about 9.30am after breakfast. If you are joining
us just for the day then arrive by 9.30am ready to start.
Day 2 we will cover:
• What makes you who you are? Individual Differences
• How often should you train, why is this crucial? Principle of
Overcompensation
• How much should you lift or how far should you run? Are you doing
to much or too little? Principle of Overload
• How does your body respond? We are all different SAID Principle
Specific Adaptation to Imposed Demands
• If you don't use it you'll lose it - Use/Disuse Principle
• Exercise selection for you - not for anyone else - The Specificity
Principle
• Days of rest why this is important? GAS Principle
Activities include:
• Using these rules above to create a basic customised exercise
program for you!
We will finish this retreat by about 4.30pm

Who Is Mark McGaw?
Mark is an Australian former professional rugby league footballer of the 1980's and 1990's.
Nicknamed Sparkles he achieved national and state representative honors in the sport and following his
retirement became one of the Gladiators in the Australian version of the Channel 7 TV show.
Currently he is the CEO of his own business, Mark McGaw Institute of Sports Science, a Government
APS accredited Registered Training Organisation in the field of accredited fitness, coaching and sports
conditioning courses.
He has a background as a 12 year professional rugby league player, training and education,
qualifications and significant experience with elite athletes. His pasion is educating people to perform
at their best, whatever their stage in life or background.
Over a 30 year career he has been in the trenches of sport to leadership in the fields of education and
coaching, and disseminating fitness information on fat loss and muscle gain for high performance.
Mark tells us that "Since my retirement from the NRL in 1995, I have studied in the field of High
Performance Coaching and Exercise and Sports Science and Rehabilitation. Since I have reached the
highest achievement in rugby league, I have no shortage of experience, in fact 45 years playing the
game. Having represented State of Origin and Australia, I remain a dedicated and prominent expert in
NRL. More recently I have also been the Coach for North Sydney Bears SG Ball".
We are very excited that Mark is taking his skills on the road and joining us at The Park Hotel, Brisbane
for this exceptional weekend and sharing his skills and knowledge so that you will all benefit.

RETREATS AT RESORTS
Liesel Albrecht - The Retreat Specialist has 26 years of experience in the retreat
industry and brings together a range of Resorts with a wide range of retreats. All
facilitators are all experts in their field and bring together a unique program of
expertly crafted programs in a wonderful range of worldwide resort settings, providing
those on holiday with a wide choice of well-being experiences, tailored to their needs.
The Retreat Specialists™ work in close collaboration with the resorts and hotels so
that, together, we can provide guests with an unforgettable experience.
Find out more at www.retreatsatresorts.com

THE PARK HOTEL
The Park Hotel Brisbane, a 4-star boutique hotel located in Spring Hill, right beside the
Brisbane CBD. Roma Street Parkland is just across the road which makes it a perfect
backdrop for a break during workshops or to have retreat workshops in. With all the
restaurants, shops and entertainment of the CBD located just a 10-minute walk away,
the Park Hotel Brisbane is the perfect choice for tourists, business travelers, and
couples seeking a relaxing weekend away in Brisbane. At the Park Hotel Brisbane,
guests can unwind in the beautiful outdoor pool, enjoy a drink at the exclusive bar and
lounge, or dine in ultimate comfort by taking advantage of the specially curated room
service menu. They also offer express check-out, as well as a 24-hour front desk.
with meeting rooms and a conference centre also located on site, the Park Hotel
Brisbane can cater to all of your retreat needs.

SOME OTHER QUESTIONS
TO WEIGH UP THE PROS AND CONS
1. Do I need to be super fit to do this weekend?
NO is the short answer there will be a little exercies but not to
much it is more about education and learning.
2. I won’t know anyone so I am a bit nervous
The beauty of retreats are that you don’t have to share a room and
the group will bond really quickly - we guarantee it - you will have
9 or more new friends within the first hour!
3. The program looks pretty full will there be any free time?
We will make sure of it.
4. Can I stay longer?
Yes of course when you are booking let us know and they will book
you accordingly and if you want to travel that can be arranged as
well - why not stay a few days at the end of the retreat.
5. I have a food allergy or intolerance will that be ok?
We are very used to catering to what you need let us know and we
will make sure that it is.

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Your Retreat Investment
Twin/Double Share - Per Person
Single Share Twin Share
$1194
$1090
Workshops Only - join us but don't
stay - $970
(this includes everything except accommodation & breakfast)

*terms and conditions apply

Find out more information by emailing
admin@retreatsforresorts.com
BOOK AT
www.retreatsatresorts.com

What's Included in an Investment in You:
Two night accommodation in a superior queen room
(single or double/twin share is available)
All of the described program with Mark McGaw thats over
an evening and two full days
A Daily Buffet Breakfast at The Park Restaurant
A Welcome Gift just for you from Retreats at Resorts
Each evening you will indulge (in a totally healthy way of
course in a 2 course dinner chosen with our retreat in
mind
During both days you will enjoy two lunches of
sandwiches, wraps, salads and some hot options - (all
dietary requests are catered for)
Morning and Afternoon Tea on both Saturday and
Sunday - we will make sure that even if you have
intolerances you will get something scrumptious (and
healthy!)
What's Not:
Drinks during meals
Travel to & from The Park Hotel

Parking
Personal Shopping
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